Durable Labels, Enduring Profits

Print Durable Labels Digitally and Get Simplified, Economical UL Recognition

The EFI™ Jetrion® UV Digital Label Systems offer you a smarter way to produce short and medium run label jobs. Even better, Jetrion printed labels are so durable and resistant that they are at their best when the going gets tough. Expand your product offering with nameplates, brand IDs, compliance / hazard labels and tech specification labels that you can print on demand. With all these benefits comes an easy way to getting your own printed labels UL recognized – this saves you thousands of dollars, and a lot of valuable time to market!

EFI Jetrion Technology Gets You UL Recognized

Label converters these days need to continually differentiate themselves from the competition. How about offering your customers the attractive price points, flexibility and speed of digital label production, plus the durability of a UV printing process at the same time?

EFI’s Jetrion 4000 UV Inkjet System was the first ever digital system to receive Underwriters Laboratory (UL) compliance! With pre-recognized constructions, you will have easy access to getting your own printed label UL recognized – saving you thousands of dollars, and weeks or months of time you would have to spend to do all the testing yourself!

- Instant entry into the profitable durables goods labeling market
- A pre-certified compliance that you can rely on
- UL® PGJ12 recognition on selected substrates when printed on Jetrion 4000 series UV Inkjet Systems
- Substrate range includes PET’s, vinyls, BOPP and more
- No additional UL testing required – paper transfer only!
- High-performance adhesive labels resist heat, cold and chemical exposure
Make Your Profit As Durable as Your Labels

Photoinitiators in the ink react to UV light and polymerize. What sounds simple in chemist’s terms makes great advantages in practice: UV printed labels show an extremely high density and an impressive, glossy finish. Their durability is outstanding – they will resist heat, cold, physical abrasion and even most chemicals, including motor oil, diesel, toluene and many others.

Jetrion inks are made by our ink experts using high performance automotive grade pigments. Their outdoor lightfastness is amazing, and you can print them on most standard films, without the need for costly primers, varnishes or overlaminates.

For more than 20 years, EFI has been offering solutions, not just products, to the printing industry. That’s why we have teamed up with our substrates partner Flexcon, in order to produce a press / ink / substrate combination that will put your mind at ease when it comes to ink-substrate performance.

Benefit from EFI Jetrion’s Digital Economics

EFI Jetrion gets you the lowest cost per label because you pay only for the inks that you use – no costly click charges. And you don’t need primers, undercoats or laminates.

EFI Jetrion Digital UV Inkjet Systems provide an excellent ROI and can actually be paid with as little as two hours of run time per day. (Actual results may vary and depend on lease plan details and job specific factors.)

Call EFI Jetrion Worldwide Sales Now!

Don’t miss another opportunity to get an edge over your competition. We offer the most versatile inkjet and inks portfolio in the print industry today to accommodate any of your printing needs.

Call one of worldwide sales offices today by visiting www.efi.com/how-to-buy/.